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Abstract
Energy systems have increased in complexity in the past years due to the ever-
increasing integration of intermittent renewable energy sources such as solar ther-
mal or wind power. Modern energy systems comprise different energy domains 
such as electrical power, heating and cooling which renders their control even more 
challenging. Employing supervisory controllers, so-called energy management sys-
tems (EMSs), can help to handle this complexity and to ensure the energy-efficient 
and cost-efficient operation of the energy system. One promising approach are 
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optimization-based EMS, which can for example be modelled as stochastic mixed-
integer linear programmes (SMILP). Depending on the problem size and control 
horizon, obtaining solutions for these in real-time is a difficult task. The progressive 
hedging (PH) algorithm is a practical way for splitting a large problem into smaller 
sub problems and solving them iteratively, thus possibly reducing the solving time 
considerably. The idea of the PH algorithm is to aggregate the solutions of subprob-
lems, where artificial costs have been added. These added costs enforce that the 
aggregated solutions become non-anticipative and are updated in every iteration of 
the algorithm. The algorithm is relatively simple to implement in practice, re-using 
almost all of a possibly existing deterministic implementations and can be easily 
parallelized. Although it has no convergence guarantees in the mixed-integer linear 
case, it can nevertheless be used as a good heuristic for SMILPs. Recent theoreti-
cal results shown that for applying augmented Lagrangian functions in the context 
of mixed-integer programmes, any norm proofs to be a valid penalty function. This 
is not true for squared norms, like the squared L

2
-norm that is used in the classi-

cal progressive hedging algorithm. Building on these theoretical results, the use of 
the L

1
 and L

∞
-norm in the PH algorithm is investigated in this paper. In order to 

incorporate these into the algorithm an adapted multiplier update step is proposed. 
Additionally a heuristic extension of the aggregation step and an adaptive penalty 
parameter update scheme from the literature is investigated. The advantages of the 
proposed modifications are demonstrated by means of illustrative examples, with the 
application to SMILP-based EMS in mind.

Keywords Energy management system · Stochastic programming · Progressive 
hedging · Mixed-integer linear programming

1 Introduction

The increased complexity of energy systems renders their operation a difficult 
task. An energy system may incorporate intermittent producers such as solar 
thermal, photovoltaics and wind power, and may span multiple energy domains 
such as electrical power, heating and cooling. Energy systems that span multi-
ple energy domains are often referred to as multi energy systems (MES), see e.g. 
[18, 32]. In order to control such complex energy systems, a supervisory control 
approach is needed. These supervisory controllers are often referred to as energy 
management systems (EMS), see e.g. [29]. The EMS then relies on low-level con-
trollers that actually control the producers and energy distribution in the MES.

There are numerous possibilities for implementing EMS for MES. The simplest 
approach is to use a rule-based system, see e.g. [29]. However, for complex energy 
systems that incorporate multiple producers and consumers on different energy 
domains, deriving rules may be a very complex task. It may be especially difficult to 
incorporate forecasts of the future demand, yield or price into such rule-based EMS.
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A common approach to mitigate these problems is to use an optimization-based 
EMS, see e.g. [8]. In this case, mathematical models of the individual energy system 
components, together with forecasts of the future demand, yield and prices, are used 
in a mathematical programme to compute an optimal schedule for a given control 
horizon. This is typically done in a 1-day-ahead schedule, see e.g. [27].

A variant of this optimization-based EMS employs the receding horizon method-
ology. In this case an optimal control schedule for a control horizon of typically 24 h 
is computed, but only the first time instance of the computed control schedule is 
applied to the MES. After a specific time interval has passed, newly available meas-
urement information is considered and an optimal control schedule for the next hori-
zon is computed. The receding horizon methodology provides robustness to model 
errors, forecast uncertainties or price variations. This control approach is widely 
used in the industry and commonly referred to as model predictive control (MPC).

For optimization-based approaches to deliver satisfactory control schedules, a 
sufficiently descriptive mathematical model of the whole MES, an expressive cost 
function and reliable forecasts are needed. In order to keep the problem sufficiently 
simple to be solvable in real-time, both the mathematical model and the cost func-
tion are often assumed to be linear in the decision variables. The addition of boolean 
or integer variables allows the formulation of more descriptive models, but at the 
cost of increasing the problem’s complexity. The resulting mathematical programme 
that has to be solved is therefore often a mixed-integer linear programme (MILP). 
Algorithms like branch-and-bound and branch-and-cut are efficient algorithms 
for solving such MILPs, see. e.g. [1]. However, the computational complexity of a 
MILP depends on two main factors: the number of integer variables and the tight-
ness of the problem, i.e. the difference between the MILP solution and the solution 
of its linear programme (LP) relaxation, see e.g. [30]. In the worst case the computa-
tional complexity grows exponentially with the number of integer variables, see e.g. 
[25]. Therefore, splitting the MILP into smaller subproblems can help to manage 
larger problems that otherwise would not be tractable.

Since a perfect forecast of the actual demand or yield is unrealistic, however, an 
MPC approach that only considers one possible scenario of these forecasts for the 
EMS (so-called deterministic MPC) may not handle this uncertainty sufficiently 
well. In this case, the consideration of multiple scenarios representing the numeri-
cal distribution of the uncertain variables in a stochastic MPC approach can yield to 
improved control schedules, see e.g. [27]. The stochastic MPC can be modelled as 
so-called recourse problem, which is a stochastic programme that models some kind 
of optimal decision-making process, that is done in stages. Each stage determines 
when new information is available and uncertainty is revealed, see e.g. [23]. The 
simplest case is a two-stage problem, where all decisions from the first stage have to 
be made non-anticipative of the actual realization of the uncertainty from the sec-
ond stage. Decisions from the second stage are the recourse decisions for the actual 
realization of the uncertainty. In case of the stochastic MPC-based EMS, stochastic 
programmes (SPs) have to be solved in real-time. In order to obtain robust solutions, 
possibly very many scenarios, i.e. realizations of the uncertainty have to be consid-
ered. The disadvantage of this approach is that the problem complexity now also 
grows with the number of scenarios.
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In order to utilize the stochastic MPC approach in real-time, it is necessary to 
solve the stochastic mixed-integer programmes within tight time constraints. Numer-
ous decomposition algorithms that aim to reduce the problem size by decomposing 
the main problem into smaller subproblems exist in literature, see e.g. [37] for an 
overview. Some tailored decomposition algorithms exist for specialized versions of 
stochastic programmes. These algorithms perform very well for the right class of 
problem, however, are typically difficult to implement.

If only the first stage incorporates integer variables and the second stage only 
real variables (for two-stage problems), decomposition algorithms such as Bend-
ers’ decomposition could be used, see e.g. [24, 37]. The algorithm divides the SP 
into a master problem and a set of subproblems, corresponding to each scenario. 
These subproblems can be solved in parallel. However, since the classical Benders’ 
decomposition relies on strong duality, it cannot be used in the context of general 
mixed-integer stochastic programmes, see e.g. [16]. In [11] Benders’ decomposi-
tion is adopted for problems with only integer second-stage variables. In [16] Bend-
ers’ decomposition is used within a branch-and-bound framework enabling it to be 
applied to problems with mixed-integer subproblems. However, one has to be able 
to access the dual subproblems, which might be difficult for existing deterministic 
implementations.

In [10] the dual ascent method, together with a branch-and-bound framework is 
used to solve general mixed-integer stochastic programmes, the algorithm is often 
referred to as dual decomposition. However, [9] states that dual ascent method are 
often not robust and converge slowly. Hence, in [20] the integration of the progres-
sive hedging algorithm with the dual decomposition algorithm is proposed.

The progressive hedging algorithm is based on the augmented Lagrangian 
method, which combines the penalty method and the method of Lagrange multi-
pliers to solve programmes with equality constraints. The augmented Lagrangian 
method is stated to be more robust than the dual ascent method, see e.g. [9]. Unfor-
tunately, the classical PH algorithm is not guaranteed to converge in the non-convex 
mixed-integer case, see e.g. [12, 28]. Instead, it might experience problems such 
as cyclic behaviour, see e.g. [39]. Some heuristic extensions to the algorithm have 
been proposed to cope with this problem, see e.g. [39]. In any case, the algorithm 
is nevertheless used as a good heuristic for SMILPs, see e.g. [12, 28, 39, 40]. Since 
the EMS is a supervisory controller which can depend on the underlying, low-level 
controllers to operate the producers as desired, it is not necessary to obtain solutions 
with very tight tolerances, and heuristic solutions may be acceptable.

The classical PH algorithm uses a quadratic penalty function, which renders the 
mathematical programme to be solved non-linear, i.e. with quadratic terms in the 
objective function. This is a major disadvantage of the PH algorithm, especially in 
the mixed-integer case, since the computational complexity increases further due to 
the quadratic terms, making mixed-integer quadratic programmes (MIQPs) gener-
ally harder to solve than MILPs. In [40] the quadratic terms in the objective function 
are approximated by a piecewise affine function, eliminating the need for a quadratic 
solver. In contrast to other methods, PH has the advantage of being relatively easy to 
implement. Certain parts of the algorithm can also be easily parallelized. Due to the 
way the PH algorithm works, most, if not all, previously existing implementations 
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for solving deterministic problems can be re-used, which is a huge practical advan-
tage. In other words, PH can be simply added on top of existing implementations. In 
[17] it is shown that for solving mixed-integer problems with an augmented Lagran-
gian function, as is done in the PH algorithm, a sharp Lagrangian should be used. It 
is shown that using any norm as the penalty function results in a sharp augmented 
Lagrangian. This is not true if a squared norm is used as in the classical PH algo-
rithm [17]. Hence, in this paper the following question is addressed:

Is it possible to apply the theoretical results from [17] to the classical progres-
sive hedging algorithm, improving its mixed-integer performance, with respect to 
the convergence time and solution quality?

The results from [17] prove that augmented Lagrangian functions can be used 
in the context of mixed-integer programming, but not how this can be incorporated 
into algorithms based on the augmented Lagrangian method such as PH. Building 
on the theoretical results from [17], in this paper the use of the L1 and L

∞
-norm as 

penalty functions instead of the squared L2-norm-based penalty function from the 
classical PH algorithm is investigated and it is shown how these can be incorporated 
into the PH algorithm. Additionally, small heuristic modifications to the algorithm 
are proposed that improve the convergence speed, hence increasing the real-time 
capability. In order to show the validity of the results, the proposed modifications 
were implemented and are compared on three examples of multi energy systems for 
real-time EMS.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, in Sect. 2, an introduc-
tion into the used mathematical modelling approach for MES is given. The resulting 
EMS control problem is then stated, first in its deterministic, then in its stochas-
tic formulation. In Sect. 3 the classical PH algorithm is described and the proposed 
modifications to the algorithm are explained. In Sect.  4 these modifications are 

Fig. 1  Example of a multi energy system that spans three energy domains: heat (orange), electrical 
power (blue) and gas (yellow), incorporating heat and power consumers, a thermal storage buffer, a com-
bined heat and power plant, a gas boiler and a power-to-heat plant (colour figure online)
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evaluated on the example of representative energy management problems. In the 
end, conclusions are drawn and an outlook is given.

2  Optimization‑based energy management system

The purpose of an energy engagement system (EMS) is to supervise the operation 
of an multi energy system (MES). Optimization-based EMS require a mathematical 
model of the MES suitable for this purpose.

An MES consists of a collection of interconnected prosumers (producers and con-
sumers). Such prosumers of a typical MES may resemble various forms of energy 
storage units, energy producers, energy consumers, sources and sinks.

For example, the configuration in Fig. 1 spans three domains: heat, power and 
gas, and incorporates three producers: a gas boiler, a combined heat and power 
plant (CHP) and a power-to-heat plant. The gas boiler and the CHP are supplied 
with gas from the public gas grid, which is represented by a gas source. Addition-
ally, a connection to the public power grid is represented by both a power grid 
source for buying and a power grid sink for selling electrical energy. The configu-
ration also features a thermal storage (thermal buffer). The demand is represented 
through separate heat and power consumers. The heating grid is modelled with a 
feed line for hot water and a return line for cold water.

All the connections between the prosumers are modelled by simple balance equa-
tions. Each prosumer has its own mathematical model that describes its (possibly 
dynamic) behaviour.

2.1  Prosumer models

Each prosumer model consists of a set of constraints and a contribution to the over-
all cost function. The constraints mainly govern the dynamic behaviour of the pro-
sumer; additional constraints can be e.g. ramping constraints, constraints on the 
number of startups per day and minimal up and down time constraints. The costs 
may include, among others, feedstock costs for e.g. gas or power, costs for switch-
ing individual producers on or off, or costs for emissions like CO2 and NOx . Each 
prosumer model may use discrete variables for e.g. modelling the on and off switch-
ing of a producer. Different prosumers are connected via mass and energy balance 
preserving equations. The used convention is that inflows of mass or energy into a 
prosumer are negative and outflows are positive. Hence, the balance equations are a 
simple sums over the respective inputs and outputs. A representative collection of 
these prosumer models is described in the following sections. If not explicitly stated 
otherwise all variables are considered to be real-valued.

2.1.1  Thermal energy storage

The thermal energy storage tank is modelled as a simple integrator, with a first order 
loss term in order to model the heat losses due to imperfect insulation: 
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 The mass of hot water mh,t in the storage depends on the in- and outflows of hot 
water ṁh,in,t and ṁh,out,t . This model assumes that the thermal energy storage tank is 
perfectly stratified i.e. split into two layers of hot and cold water. The temperatures 
of the hot and cold layer are assumed to be constant. Two additional constraints 
ensure the mass-flow and mass balance, where mmax is the mass of water in the 
buffer. The time constant � describes the heat loss of the buffer and Ts is the sample 
time of the model. The thermal energy storage model has no costs associated with it.

2.1.2  Combined heat and power (CHP) plant

The model of a combined heat and power (CHP) plant describes a typical cross-secto-
ral prosumer that can be operated by the EMS: 

where Pel,t and Q̇th,t are the electrical and thermal power produced, respectively, and 
ṁgas,t is the mass flow rate of gas required. The term HHV denotes the higher heat-
ing value of the gas. The cold water inflow and hot water outflow have constant 
temperatures Tc and Th , respectively, and cp is the specific thermal heat capacity 
of water, which can be assumed as constant in the considered temperature range. 
The mass flows ṁh,out,t and ṁc,in,t are the mass flows of hot and cold water in and 
out of the plant. The operating point of the plant i.e. how much power is produced, 
is determined by the control signal zt ∈ (0, 1) and the binary commitment uon/off,t . 
Since uon/off,t is a binary variable, any terms in (2) involving multiplication with it 
and another term can be conveniently modelled with a set of four constraints, see 
e.g. [4, 32]. Therefore, these multiplications are not in violation of the chosen MILP 
formalism.

The electrical �el and thermal efficiencies, �th and therefore the fuel consumption 
ṁgas,t are in general non-linear functions of the operating point. The modelling assump-
tion is that the products of those functions in (2a) and (2b) can be approximated suffi-
ciently well with piece-wise linear functions. Modelling such functions within a MILP 

(1a)mh,t+1 = e
−

Ts

𝜏 mh,t + 𝜏
(
1 − e

−
Ts

𝜏

)(
ṁh,in,t − ṁh,out,t

)

(1b)ṁh,in,t − ṁh,out,t + ṁc,in,t − ṁc,out,t = 0

(1c)0 ≤ mh,t ≤ mmax.

(2a)Pel,t = 𝜂el(zt) ⋅ HHV ⋅ ṁgas,t(zt) ⋅ uon/off,t

(2b)Q̇th,t = 𝜂th(zt) ⋅ HHV ⋅ ṁgas,t(zt) ⋅ uon/off,t

(2c)ṁc,in,tcpTc + ṁh,out,tcpTh = Q̇th,t

(2d)ṁc,in,t + ṁh,out,t = 0,
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is well known, but requires additional variables that satisfy a special ordered set (SOS) 
type 2 constraint, which in turn needs additional binary variables to model, see e.g. [3].

The model for a gas boiler would be the same, but without the electrical output 
equation (2a) and higher thermal efficiency �th . Hence, the model can be seen as gen-
eral model for any producer in the MES.

It is assumed that the output power of the CHP is controlled via the dispatch ud,t , 
while the commitment uon/off,t determines if the CHP is on or off. The linking of the 
real-valued dispatch ud,t ∈ ℝ and the binary commitment uon/off,t with the control signal 
zt is modelled with:

Ramping constraints and minimal and maximal dispatch are modelled via: 

where Δud,RU and Δud,RD are the ramp-up and ramp-down limits, and ud,min and ud,max 
are the minimal and maximal dispatch.

Finally, minimal up and down time constraints of the plant are imposed via:

with

where vt ∈ � and wt ∈ � are the binary indicators for a startup and shutdown and 
TMUT and TMDT are the minimal up and down times, respectively. Constraint (6) is 
known as the 3-bin formulation, see e.g. [31]. Due to service contracts the number 
of startups per day might also be restricted:

where Dj is the set of time instances t within each day, N  is the set of days within 
the considered control horizon and nMS is the maximal number of startups per day.

The gas consumed by the CHP causes fuel costs, but these are modelled cen-
trally at the source, in this case the gas source. In real-world applications there 
often is a cost associated with each hour the plant is running, i.e. due to existing 
service contracts. This can be easily modelled as:

where Cop is the operations cost coefficient and the sum of the operations costs per 
time interval cop,t is minimized in the objective function of the optimization problem 

(3)zt = ud,t ⋅ uon/off,t

(4a)ud,min ≤ ud,t ≤ ud,max

(4b)Δud,RD ≤ ud,t − ud,t−1 ≤ Δud,RU

(5)
t∑

i=t−TMUT+1

vi ≤ uon/off,t, and

t∑
i=t−TMDT+1

wi ≤ 1 − uon/off,t,

(6)vt − wt = uon/off,t − uon/off,t−1,

(7)
∑
i∈Dj

vi ≤ nMS, ∀j ∈ N

(8)cop,t = Copuon/off,t,
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that needs to be solved by the EMS. Additional costs may include startup costs 
cstartup,t or ramping costs cramping,t , which are modelled as: 

where Cstartup and Cramping are the startup and ramping cost coefficients and �t models 
the absolute value of the rate of change of the dispatch ud,t . Again the sums of the 
individual costs terms in (9) are minimized in the objective function. This ensures 
that frequent startups and sudden changes in the power output of the plant are 
penalized.

2.1.3  Thermal solar collector

As an example of an uncontrolled energy producer a thermal solar collector is con-
sidered. For this a forecast of the thermal yield Q̇yield,t ≥ 0 for each time instance of 
the considered control horizon is needed. The thermal solar collector is modelled as 

 The modelling assumption is again, that the temperatures of the cold water inflow 
ṁc,in,t and hot water outflow ṁh,out,t are assumed to be fixed at Tc and Th , respectively. 
The inequality in (10a) allows for shedding of the thermal yield of the solar collector 
and equation (10b) ensures the mass flow balance.

2.1.4  Heat and power consumption

In order to model the heat demand of e.g. a residential heating grid, a forecast of the 
heat demand Q̇demand,t is assumed to be known. The model of the heat consumer can 
be stated as 

where ṁh,in,t and ṁc,out,t are the hot and cold mass flows of water in and out of the 
heat consumer. The temperatures Th and Tc of the hot inflow and cold outflow are 
again assumed to be constant. Electrical power consumption is simply modelled as:

(9a)cstartup,t = Cstartup vt

(9b)cramping,t = Cramping �t

(9c)
ud,t−1 − ud,t

Ts
≤ �t ≥

ud,t − ud,t−1

Ts

(10a)ṁc,in,tcpTc + ṁh,out,tcpTh ≤ Q̇yield,t

(10b)ṁc,in,t + ṁh,out,t = 0.

(11a)ṁh,in,tcpTh + ṁc,out,tcpTc + Q̇demand,t = 0

(11b)ṁh,in,t + ṁc,out,t = 0,
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where the forecasted electrical power demand Pel,demand,t is assumed to be known 
and Pel,in,t is the input of electrical power into the power consumer. Since only con-
sumption is modelled, Q̇demand,t ≥ 0 and Pel,demand,t ≥ 0 holds.

2.1.5  Sources and sinks

Any source or sink, e.g. a power grid connection or a connection to a public gas 
grid, simply provides or takes energy or mass flow at a given cost per unit. The cost 
may very well depend on time and can also be forecast.

The overall MES model is the union of all the individual prosumer models 
together with the mass and balance preserving equations due to the connections 
between them. It is a set of constraints that need to hold true at each time instance t 
from the current time until the end of the control horizon t + Nc.

2.2  Deterministic EMS control problem

Overall, the optimization problem for an EMS that acts as a supervisory controller 
for an MES can be cast into a mixed-integer linear programme (MILP) of the fol-
lowing form: 

with x ∈ ℝ
n
× ℤ

m being the vector of optimization variables. The vector c rep-
resents the cost coefficients of the objective function. The matrix A together with 
the vector b represent the equality constraints (inequality constraints are omitted 
for a simpler notation). The vector of optimization variables x comprises all vari-
ables from the considered MES model, except for the forecast variables of e.g. heat 
demand or solar thermal yield. The set X  determines which variables are real, inte-
ger or binary and also specifies finite lower and upper bounds on each of the vari-
ables. The solution to the mathematical programme is the optimal control schedule 
for the MES for the considered control horizon.

If all forecast variables of the MES are assumed to be known exactly, in turn 
all coefficients in (13) are known, hence (13) is referred to as a deterministic con-
trol problem. The solution to (13) can be obtained with standard off-the-shelf MILP 
solvers such as Gurobi [21] or CPLEX [22].

However, in practice not all forecasts are exact and thus not all coefficients in (13) 
are known exactly. If at least a numerical representation of the distribution of the 
uncertain variables is known, one can solve the resulting stochastic control problem 
by minimizing its expected costs. If the forecast uncertainty is large, this can lead to 
improved control schedules, see e.g. [27].

(12)Pel,in,t + Pel,demand,t = 0,

(13a)x∗ = argmin
x∈X

c⊺x

(13b)subject to Ax = b,
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2.3  Stochastic EMS control problem

Stochastic programmes are typically used to model a kind of optimal decision-mak-
ing process. In a so-called recourse problem, the decision making process is mod-
elled in stages, see e.g. [23]. First, some decisions are made without any knowledge, 
hence non-anticipative of the actual realization of the uncertain variables; these 
decisions therefore need to lead to good results independent of the actual outcome of 
the uncertain variables. In a later step, after these decisions have been made, differ-
ent possible realizations (scenarios) of the probability distribution are investigated, 
and for each realization so-called recourse decisions are made that lead to an opti-
mal outcome in terms of the objective function value. This decision-making process 
could have many steps or stages; in each stage, only a subset of the probability dis-
tribution is revealed. While a multi-stage approach would allow for a more detailed 
modelling of the decision making process, the number of decision variables, and 
hence the computational cost, would increase exponentially with every stage. While 
the assumption of a two-stage approach, that all uncertainty is revealed at once, does 
not modelled the real-world decision-making process of an MPC correctly, in [27] 
the two-stage modelling approach is combined with the receding horizon methodol-
ogy of an MPC-based EMS and demonstrated to perform well. Therefore, for sim-
plicity only two-stage recourse problems are considered in this paper. However, the 
presented results are expected to also work for the multi-stage case.

The basic mathematical formulation of such a two-stage recourse problem is the 
following stochastic programme, see e.g. [23]: 

 Equation (14) is called the first-stage problem, with x being the vector of first-stage 
variables, or here-and-now decision variables, that have to be selected before the 
realizations of the uncertain variables � are known. The function Q(x,�) is the sec-
ond-stage cost function, which depends on both the first-stage variables and on the 
uncertain variables � . Hence Q(x,�) is a random variable and can only be used 
in the first-stage cost function via statistical measures like its expected value �

�
[⋅] 

with respect to the vector of uncertain variables � . The second-stage cost function 
Q(x,�) is an optimization problem in itself, see e.g. [23]: 

 The vector y represents the so-called recourse variables. The set Y determines 
which recourse variables y are real, integer or binary and also specifies finite lower 
and upper bounds on them. Note that the second-stage cost coefficients q , the so-
called technology matrix T , the recourse matrix W and the right-hand side of the 

(14a)x∗ = argmin
x∈X

c⊺x + �
�
[Q(x,�)]

(14b)subject to Ax = b.

(15a)Q(x, �̃) = argmin
y∈Y

q(�̃)⊺y

(15b)subject to T(�̃)x +W(�̃)y = h(�̃).
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second-stage constraints h can all depend on the specific realization �̃ of the uncer-
tain variables �.

It is assumed that the uncertain variables � can be numerically represented by a 
discrete distribution, with S being the set of realizations obtained from this numeri-
cal distribution, and ps the probability for each realization: 

∑
s∈S ps = 1.

Then the expected value of the second-stage cost in (14) can be written as 
follows:

with �s being the realizations of the uncertain variable � and ps their respective 
probabilities. In order to be computationally tractable, only a small set of scenarios 
can be used in practice. In the next section the process of obtaining a small but rep-
resentative set of scenarios, which is referred to as scenario generation and reduc-
tion will be elaborated on.

2.3.1  Scenario generation and reduction

In this paper the realizations of the uncertain variables, or scenarios, are obtained by 
the following process, see e.g. [34]. First, historic point forecasts of the uncertain vari-
ables are obtained by using special forecast algorithms for e.g. the heat demand or solar 
thermal yield, see. e.g. [33, 38]. Using these historic point forecasts and historic meas-
urements, residuals can be computed for which a stochastic residual model is fitted. 
By adding realizations of the previously fitted stochastic residual model to a computed 
point forecast, a large number of scenarios is obtained. Because seasonal trends are 
already captured well by the point forecasts, a simple auto-regressive (AR) process is 
used for the stochastic residual model in this paper, see e.g. [15]. The obtained reali-
zations are assumed to be equiprobable and are used as a basis for heuristic scenario 
reduction using the k-means or k-medoids clustering algorithms, see e.g. [14, 36]. With 
this process a set of scenarios for the future heat and power demand is obtained. The 
reduced scenario set S is then used in the stochastic programme (14)–(16).

2.3.2  First and second-stage variables

Before reformulating the control problem for the EMS as a stochastic programme, one 
has to decide which are the first-stage decisions and which are the recourse decisions. 
The main question is: When is insight into the actual realizations of the uncertain vari-
ables made available? In the case of MPC-based EMS new information is made availa-
ble with new measurements after each decision. This, however, would result in a multi-
stage problem. Following the receding horizon methodology, only the solution for the 
first time instance is really applied to the MES, and the decision for the next time step is 
actually based on a new problem which is solved in the next time step. Therefore it can 
reasonably be assumed that all the uncertainty after the first time step is revealed for the 
whole control horizon at once, see e.g. [27]. Hence, only the first time step of the con-
trol variables of each producer are considered first-stage variables, all other variables 
are considered to be second-stage variables.

(16)�
�
[Q(x,�)] =

∑
s∈S

psQ(x,�s),
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Solving the stochastic programme (14), (15) and (16) can be quite difficult and, 
depending on the problem size, intractable. The problem size of a stochastic pro-
gramme depends not only on the number of decision variables but also on the number 
of scenarios. The simplest option is to solve the extensive form (EF) of the stochastic 
programme. It is a standard way of writing a stochastic programme where the uncer-
tainty is represented via a discrete scenario set S.

2.3.3  Extensive form problem formulation

Assuming a discrete set of scenarios �s the extensive form (EF) of (14)–(16) can be 
stated as: 

where the following abbreviations for the second-stage cost coefficients qs and the 
recourse variable ys are used:

Similar abbreviations are used for the technology matrix Ts , the recourse matrix Ws 
and the right-hand side of the second stage constraint hs:

The resulting mathematical programme is also called the deterministic equivalent 
form, since it is essentially just a bigger version of (13) that incorporates all sce-
narios in one big mathematical programme.

For some problems the EF formulation can be solved using off-the-shelf solv-
ers and hardware. However, for larger problems with many scenarios it may not be 
tractable under tight time constraints. If it were not for the first-stage variables x , 
the problem (17) would be separable into each scenario subproblem. Decomposition 
methods exploit this fact and try to separate the stochastic programme by scenario.

With the MES model described in Sect.  2 and the choice of first-stage variables 
described in Sect. 2.3.2, the resulting EMS control problem is a stochastic programme, 
that incorporates integer variables in both the first and the second stage, however. An 
example of an algorithm able to cope with this, as least as a heuristic, is the progres-
sive hedging algorithm, which is also often called scenario aggregation algorithm. In 
contrast to other methods, PH has the advantage of being relatively easy to implement. 
Additionally, due to the way the PH algorithm works, most, if not all, previously exist-
ing implementations for solving deterministic problems can be re-used, which is a huge 
practical advantage.

(17a)x∗ = argmin
x∈X, ys∈Y

c⊺x +
∑
s∈S

psq
⊺

s
ys

(17b)subject to Ax = b

(17c)Tsx +Wsys = hs, ∀s ∈ S,

qs ∶= q(�s), ys ∶= y(�s).

Ts ∶= T(�s), Ws ∶= W(�s), hs ∶= h(�s).
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3  Solving stochastic programmes with progressive hedging

The progressive hedging (PH) algorithm is based on the split-variable formulation 
of (17), which can be compactly written as 

where copies of the first-stage variables xs are introduced for each scenario. The 
non-anticipativity constraint (18d) enforces the non-anticipativity of the solution: 
The vector x̄ is called the non-anticipative solution of the problem. The non-antici-
pativity constraint (18d) is the only difficulty that prohibits a scenario-wise decom-
position of (18). The idea behind a scenario-wise decomposition is to relax the con-
straint (18d), enabling the scenario subproblems to be solved separately.

The progressive hedging algorithm is based on the idea of relaxing the non-antic-
ipativity constraint, solving all scenario subproblems separately and then iteratively 
achieving consensus on the non-anticipative first-stage solution (although PH can also 
be used for multi-stage problems, the focus in this paper is on two-stage problems).

The core idea of PH can be motivated via the augmented Lagrangian method, see 
e.g. [5, 6, 26]. With the augmented Lagrangian method, constrained problems of the 
following form can be solved 

where g(x) are m equality constraints. The idea is to relax the constraints g(x) with 
the use of a penalty function �(⋅) , but still keep the constraints, resulting in the 
mathematical programme 

where 𝜌 > 0 is a positive penalty parameter and �(⋅) is a penalty function that fulfils

The augmented Lagrangian method applies the method of Lagrange multipliers on 
(20), resulting in the augmented Lagrangian function

(18a)x∗ = argmin
xs∈X, ys∈Y, x̄

∑
s∈S

ps
(
c⊺xs + q⊺

s
ys
)

(18b)subject to Axs = b, ∀s ∈ S

(18c)Tsxs +Wsys = hs, ∀s ∈ S

(18d)xs − x̄ = 0, ∀s ∈ S,

(19a)x∗ = argmin
x∈X

f (x)

(19b)subject to g(x) = 0,

(20a)x∗ = argmin
x∈X

f (x) + ��(g(x))

(20b)subject to g(x) = 0,

(21)𝜓(0) = 0, 𝜓(�) > 0, ∀� ≠ 0.
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where � ∈ ℝ
m is the vector of Lagrange multipliers, also often called dual variables, 

see e.g. [24]. The augmented Lagrangian method then sequentially solves the fol-
lowing programme, see e.g. [6]:

thus obtaining a new solution x(k+1) in each iteration k. The Lagrange multipliers �(k) 
are also updated iteratively, see e.g. [9]. A derivation of this update rule is described 
next. Since x(k+1) minimizes (23) the following holds:

where ��(�) is the derivative of the penalty function with respect to its arguments 
and not with respect to x . If the functions in (24) and (25) are continuously differen-
tiable, the inclusion ∈ can be replaced by an equality and � by ∇ , see e.g. [9]. Hence, 
if the Lagrange multipliers �(k) are updated in the following way

one gets the stationary condition of the original problem (19):

The update step (25) is commonly referred to as the subgradient scheme, see e.g. 
[9]. The positive penalty parameter 𝜌 > 0 in (23) and (25) may vary in each itera-
tion, see e.g. [5, 6].

Applying the augmented Lagrangian method to the split variable formulation 
in (18), one obtains the Lagrangian function:

where �s is the vector of Lagrange multipliers of the non-anticipativity constraint 
and � is some positive penalty parameter. The last, quadratic term in (27) serves as 
the penalty function � , see e.g. [35].

It seems that this formulation is not really beneficial, since all the scenarios are 
now connected via x̄ in the cost function, but the trick is to solve the problem iter-
atively, see [35]. This is done by replacing x̄ with x̄(k) from the previous iteration. 
The update of the estimate of the non-anticipative solution x̄(k+1) is commonly 
done by calculating its expected value, see e.g. [35, 39]

(22)L(x,�) = f (x) + �
⊺g(x) + ��(g(x)),

(23)x(k+1) = argmin
x∈X

L
(
x,�(k)

)

(24)
0 ∈ �f (x(k+1)) + �g(x(k+1))�(k)

+ � �g(x(k+1))��
(
g
(
x(k+1)

))

= �f (x(k+1)) + �g(x(k+1))
(
�
(k)

+ � ��
(
g
(
x(k+1)

)))
,

(25)�
(k+1)

= �
(k)

+ � ��
(
g(x(k+1))

)
,

(26)0 ∈ �f (x(k+1)) + �g(x(k+1))�(k+1).

(27)

L(x, x̄, y,�) =
∑
s∈S

ps

(
c⊺xs + q⊺

s
ys + �

⊺

s

(
xs − x̄

)

+

𝜌(k)

2
‖‖xs − x̄‖‖22

)
,
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The Lagrange multiplier update equation (25) in this case becomes

This results in the following augmented Lagrangian function:

which is separable by scenario.
The algorithm has converged if all x(k)

s
 are close enough to x̄(k) , see. e.g. [39]. A 

common termination criterion is that the tolerance �(k)

is smaller than a given positive threshold 𝛿0 > 0.
The complete classical progressive hedging algorithm is stated in Algorithm 1. 

Algorithm 1: Classical Progressive Hedging Algorithm
1 Set the iteration counter k = 0, the initial penalty parameter ρ(0) = ρ0
2 Solve the scenario subproblems ∀s ∈ S:

x
(0)
s ,y

(0)
s = argmin

(xs,ys)∈Cs

cᵀxs + qᵀ
sys (32)

with
Cs = {xs,ys |Axs = b, T sxs +W sys = hs xs ∈ X , ys ∈ Y } (33)

3 Compute the initial solution x̄(0) =
∑

s∈S
psx

(0)
s and the initial duals

λ
(0)
s = ρ(0)

(
x
(0)
s − x̄(0)

)
, ∀s ∈ S

4 repeat
5 Solve the augmented scenario subproblems for all s ∈ S:

x
(k+1)
s ,y

(k+1)
s = argmin

(xs,ys)∈Cs

cᵀxs+qᵀ
sys+

(
λ
(k)
s

)ᵀ
xs+

ρ(k)

2

∥∥∥xs − x̄(k)
∥∥∥
2

2
(34)

6 Update the solution x̄(k+1) =
∑

s∈S
psx

(k+1)
s

7 Update the duals λ
(k+1)
s = λ

(k)
s + ρ(k)

(
x
(k+1)
s − x̄(k+1)

)
, ∀s ∈ S

8 k = k + 1

9 until
∑

s∈S
ps

∥∥∥x(k+1)
s − x̄(k+1)

∥∥∥
2
< δ0 or k > kmax;

(28)x̄(k+1) =
∑
s∈S

psx
(k+1)
s

.

(29)�
(k+1)
s

= �
(k)
s

+ 𝜌(k)(x(k+1)
s

− x̄(k+1)).

(30)L(x, y,�) =
∑
s∈S

ps

(
c⊺xs + q⊺

s
ys + �

⊺

s

(
xs − x̄(k−1)

)
+

𝜌(k)

2

‖‖‖xs − x̄(k)
‖‖‖
2

2

)
,

(31)𝛿(k) =
∑
s∈S

ps
‖‖‖x

(k)
s

− x̄(k)
‖‖‖2
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Steps 2 and 5 of the algorithm can be solved in parallel, which can be exploited 
in implementations of the algorithm. The practical implementation of the PH algo-
rithm is comparatively easy, since one essentially has to solve a deterministic prob-
lem for each scenario (Algorithm 1 step 2). Additionally, one has to solve modified 
versions of the deterministic problem for each scenario (Algorithm 1 step 5). How-
ever, these augmented subproblems are non-linear, incorporating quadratic terms in 
the objective function. Hence, in the mixed-integer case a solver for mixed-integer 
quadratic programmes (MIQP) is required for the classical PH algorithm implemen-
tation. However, the option to reuse parts or even all of the deterministic implemen-
tation makes the algorithm an attractive variant for solving stochastic programmes 
in practice. An additional benefit, that is not further investigated in this paper, is 
the fact that the algorithm can be very easily extended to multistage stochastic pro-
grammes, see e.g. [28].

If the problem is convex, the PH algorithm experiences linear convergence, 
approximately meaning that the tolerance parameter �(k) from (31) is multiplied by 
a positive constant smaller than one in each iteration, see e.g. [39]. Unfortunately, 
the classical progressive hedging algorithm (Algorithm 1) might not converge in the 
non-convex mixed-integer case, see e.g. [12, 28]. Instead, it might experience cyclic 
behaviour, see e.g. [39]. Some heuristic additions to the algorithm have been pro-
posed to cope with this problem, see e.g. [39]. In any case, the algorithm is never-
theless considered as a good heuristic for stochastic MILP problems, see e.g. [12, 
28, 39, 40].

3.1  PH for mixed‑integer problems

Since in the mixed-integer case, the PH algorithm is just a heuristic, [19] proposes 
to assess the quality of the solutions by computing lower bounds zlb of the objective 
function z∗ of the stochastic programme, using the Lagrange multipliers �(k)

s
 obtained 

by the PH algorithm in each iteration. However, the Lagrangian dual of (18):

where

has to be solved for each subproblem and each iteration in order to calculate the 
lower bound D(�):

This increases the computational burden substantially, since the complexity of 
(35)–(37) is comparable with the subproblems solved by PH. In order for (37) to be 
a lower bound of the problem, 

∑
s∈S ps�s = 0 has to hold element-wise. However, if 

(35)D
(
�
(k)
s

)
= min
(xs,ys)∈Cs

c⊺xs + q⊺
s
ys +

(
�
(k)
s

)⊺
xs

(36)Cs =
{
xs, ys

||Axs = b, Tsxs +Wsys = hs xs ∈ X, ys ∈ Y
}

(37)D
(
�
(k)
)
=

∑
s∈S

psD
(
�
(k)
s

)
.
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any heuristic computation is involved in (28) or (29), this no longer holds and hence 
the lower bound can not be computed in the way presented by [19].

In [2] PH is used within a branch-and-bound framework, enabling it to be used for 
mixed-integer problems. In contrast to the use of branch-and-bound for solving the 
augmented subproblems, in this case the branching occurs on x̄ . At each node of the 
branch-and-bound tree, classical PH is used to solve the nodal problem, which itself 
is a mixed-integer SP. The performance of the algorithm is demonstrated first on a 
two-stage problem with purely binary first-stage variables, and second for a two-stage 
problem with mixed-integer first-stage variables. For the first example the algorithm 
achieves solutions with negligible optimality gaps in considerably less time than the 
classical PH algorithm. The example with mixed-integer first-stage variables proved to 
be challenging for the algorithm, since the usefulness of branch-and-bound is limited in 
this case. The authors employ a rounding heuristic for all integer first-stage variables in 
this case. The algorithm was able to reduce the optimality gap very fast but was very 
slow to converge thereafter, which is typical for branch-and-bound algorithms. Improv-
ing the underlying PH algorithm may enhance this convergence speed.

In the literature some heuristic measures have been proposed in order to manage the 
non-convex mixed-integer case. For a class of stochastic resource allocation problems, 
the idea of fixing converged integer variables, detecting and handling cyclic behaviour 
is described in [39]. A combination of PH and tabu search for mixed-integer {0,1} sto-
chastic problems is proposed in [28]. Heuristic measures for PH in the context of sto-
chastic network design problems are described in [12]. As mentioned in Sect. 2.3, some 
decomposition algorithms for specialized versions of the two-stage problem exist, see 
e.g. [37]. Since the stochastic programme used in the considered optimization-based 
EMS is mixed-integer in both the first and second stage, these specialized decomposi-
tion algorithms cannot be used.

In [17] it is shown that for applying augmented Lagrangian functions in the context 
of mixed-integer programmes, any norm proofs to be a valid penalty function, see [17, 
Thm. 4]. This is not true for squared norms, like the squared L2-norm that is used in the 
classical progressive hedging algorithm. Building on the theoretical results from [17], 
in this paper the use of the L1 and L

∞
-norm as penalty functions instead of the squared 

L2-norm-based penalty function from the classical PH algorithm is investigated.

3.2  Proposed modifications to the PH Algorithm in the mixed‑integer case

In order to incorporate the L1 and L
∞

-norm into the algorithm an adapted multiplier 
update step is proposed. Additionally a heuristic extension of the aggregation step and 
an adaptive penalty parameter update scheme from [9] is investigated. Each modifica-
tion to the PH algorithm is explained separately in the following.

An important implementation issue of penalty-based methods, like PH, is the 
normalization of constraints, this will be explained in Sect. 3.2.1. In Sect. 3.2.2 it is 
shown how the L1 and L

∞
-norm can be used as penalty functions in the PH algorithm. 

In Sect.  3.2.3 a heuristic extension to the aggregation step is proposed. Finally in 
Sect. 3.2.4 a heuristic penalty parameter update step from the literature is considered.
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3.2.1  Constraint normalization

For penalty methods, a common implementation issue is the need for scaling or nor-
malizing the constraints g(x) in Eq. (20). This ensures that no single constraint has a 
disproportional effect on the objective function. In order to avoid such issues in the 
context of the PH algorithm a simple normalization scheme for the non-anticipativity 
constraints is proposed.

An intuitive choice for a scaling parameter � is simply the absolute maximum range 
for each constraint gi

With this scaling parameter the normalized constraints h(x) can be computed as

The augmented Lagrangian function (22) and the update step for the Lagrange mul-
tipliers (25) can then be written as

and

3.2.2  Choice of the penalty function

In the standard PH algorithm, the non-anticipativity constraints are relaxed using a 
quadratic penalty function of the form

It is essentially the squared L2-norm multiplied by one half, resulting in a quadratic 
term in the cost function of the augmented subproblems.

However, for solving mixed-integer problems with an augmented Lagrangian 
[17] suggests to use different penalty functions. In [17, Thm. 4] it is stated that a, in 
the mixed-integer case, applicable penalty function has to fulfil: 

where V is a neighbourhood of 0 and � , 𝛾 > 0 are positive scalars. It is shown that if 
the penalty function �(u) is any norm, it results in a sharp augmented Lagrangian, 

(38)�i = max
{|gi(x)max|, |gi(x)min|

}
, ∀x ∈ X.

(39)h(x) = diag(�)−1g(x).

(40)L(x,�) = f (x) + �
⊺h(x) + �(k)�(h(x)),

(41)�
(k+1)

= �
(k)

+ �(k)��
(
h(x(k+1))

)
.

(42)�(u) =
1

2

∑
i

u2
i
.

(43a)�(0) = 0

(43b)𝜓(u) ≥ 𝜁 > 0, u ∉ V

(43c)�(u) ≥ �‖u‖
∞
, u ∈ V
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which is beneficial in the mixed-integer case. It is easy to see that (43) does not hold 
for squared norms, as [17] states. In [17] an example is shown where the duality gap 
cannot be closed when using a quadratic penalty function for a MILP with a posi-
tive finite cost coefficient sequence �(k) , but other norms are able to do so. In [17, 
Thm. 5] the class of penalty functions leading to a sharp augmented Lagrangian is 
extended to penalty functions of the form ‖u‖r , where 0 < r < 1 and ‖ ⋅ ‖ is again 
any norm.

Building on this idea, in this paper two different penalty functions for the PH 
algorithm are investigated. The different functions only influence Algorithm  1 by 
changes necessary in the objective function of the augmented subproblems (Algo-
rithm 1 step 5) and in the update step of the duals (Algorithm 1 step 7). In order to 
stay within the realm of mixed-integer linear programming the only norms that can 
be used are the L1-norm

and the L
∞

-norm

Since the L1-norm is not continuously differentiable the Lagrange multiplier update 
step (41) is propose to be done in the following way:

Here sign is a smooth approximation of the signum function, which is considered to 
be applied element-wise on each constraint in h(x):

where 𝜀 > 0 is a small positive constant. Without this smooth approximation, the 
algorithm was not able to achieve convergence in some of the test instances.

The L
∞

-norm, on the other hand, is highly non-smooth. Hence, using the 
smooth approximation max(u) is proposed:

where 𝛼 > 0 is a positive constant. Since for large values of � , (48) will be numeri-
cal unstable, moderate values of 1 to 10 should be used. Using (41) and (48), the 
dual update step is proposed to be done in the following way:

(44)�(u) =
∑
i

|ui|.

(45)�(u) = max(|u1|,… , |uN|).

(46)�
(k+1)

= �
(k)

+ �(k)sign
(
h(x(k+1))

)
.

(47)sign(u) =
u√

u2 + �2
,

(48)max(u) =

∑N

i=1
uie

�ui

∑N

i=1
e�ui

,
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where the sign function is again considered to be applied element-wise and x is 
x(k+1) . Again, without this smooth approximation, the algorithm was not able to 
achieve convergence in some of the test instances.

In [40] the authors eliminate the need for a mixed-integer quadratic solver 
by approximating the squared L2-norm by a piecewise affine function. Since the 
function is minimized and concave, this can be done very easily with cuts from 
below, without the need for additional integer variables. Normalizing the con-
straints as in Sect. 3.2.1 is even more important in this context. If the piece-wise 
affine (PWA) approximation is done in a way such that �(0) = 0 , it is easy to see 
that the penalty function now fulfils (43) and is hence applicable for mixed-inte-
ger problems. This PWA approximation-based version of the PH algorithm will 
be included in the numerical study.

3.2.3  Computation of x̄ for discrete decision variables

If mixed-integer problems are considered, one problem that arises is the computation of 
(28) if x ∈ ℝ

n
× ℤ

m . Since the interpretation of a weighted mean for integer variables 
is not obvious, a rounding scheme towards the nearest integer value is proposed. Hence 
the computation of the non-anticipative solution becomes: 

where x̂i =
�∑

s∈S psx
(k)

s,i

�
 and 0 < 𝜅 ≤ 1∕2 . The idea is that if the probability 

weighted mean of an integer value is close enough to an integer value it may be 
rounded towards it. The experiments that where conducted for this paper showed 
that this heuristic has a positive impact on the convergence speed.

3.2.4  Adaptation of the penalty parameter

In the literature it is often stated that the PH algorithm is sensitive to the choice of 
penalty parameter, see e.g. [2, 12, 39]. In the context of the augmented Lagrangian 
method, the penalty parameter �(k) is often increased in each iteration, see e.g. [5, 6, 
12]. However, increasing �(k) too much results in an ill-conditioned problem, see e.g. 
[6]. In [39] the penalty parameter � is proposed to be computed element-wise for each 
element of x . The authors go as far as that � is no longer a parameter of the algorithm 

(49)

�
(k+1)

= �
(k)

+ �(k)

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

e��h1(x)�∑N

i=1
e��hi(x)�

�
1 + �

��h1(x)� −max(�h(x)�)��

⋮

e��hN (x)�∑N

i=1
e��hi(x)�

�
1 + �

��hN(x)� −max(�h(x)�)��

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠

sign(h(x)),

(50a)x̄(k) =
∑
s∈S

psx
(k)
s

(50b)x̄
(k)

i
= x̂i, if x

(k)

s,i
∈ ℤ and

|||x
(k)

s,i
− x̂

||| < 𝜅,
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but is computed from the problem itself. However, the penalty parameter is computed 
once in the beginning and is otherwise kept constant during the PH iterations. In con-
trast, an adaptive penalty parameter update scheme can be found in [9]. The idea is that 
primal and dual progress of the algorithm should be balanced

where r(k) is the vector of primal residuals and s(k) is the vector of dual residuals. 
The respective primal and dual residuals can be computed as:

The positive constants �incr , �decr and � are parameters of the scheme. The update 
scheme is intended for the ADMM algorithm, but since the PH algorithm is just a 
variant of consensus-based ADMM, see [9], it is reasonable to use it in this context 
as well.

3.2.5  Convergence check

The classical PH algorithm is terminated if the residual (31) is small or if the itera-
tion limit kmax is reached. However, this only checks primal convergence, which can 
be easily achieved by choosing a high value for the penalty parameter � . In [9] it is 
suggested to terminate the algorithm if the norm of both the primal and the dual 
residuals are small

Hence taking dual and primal convergence in consideration. The convergence 
thresholds 𝜖pri > 0 and 𝜖dual > 0 are design parameters.

4  Numerical study

In this section four different versions of the PH algorithm are investigated on three 
examples of multi energy systems for real-time EMS. All versions use the proposed 
constraint normalization from Sect. 3.2.1, the rounding scheme from Sect. 3.2.3 and 
the adaptation of the penalty parameter �(k) from Sect. 3.2.4. The versions only differ 
in the penalty function that is used and therefore differ in the augmented subprob-
lems as well as in the update step of the duals, as explained in Sect. 3.2.2. In addi-
tion to implementations with the squared L2-norm, the L1-norm and the L

∞
-norm, an 

implementation using a piece-wise affine (PWA) approximation of the squared L2

(51)𝜌(k+1) =

⎧
⎪⎨⎪⎩

𝜌(k)𝜏incr if ����r(k)����2 > 𝜇����s(k)����2
𝜌(k)1∕𝜏decr if ����s(k)����2 > 𝜇����r(k)����2
𝜌(k) otherwise,

(52)r(k) =

⎛⎜⎜⎝

x
(k)

1
− x̄(k)

⋮

x
(k)

�S� − x̄(k)

⎞
⎟⎟⎠
, s(k) =

⎛⎜⎜⎝

−𝜌
�
x̄(k) − x̄(k−1)

�
⋮

−𝜌
�
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�
⎞
⎟⎟⎠
.

(53)
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(k)|||
|||2 < 𝜖dual,
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-norm is used for comparison. Apart from the PWA approximation in the augmented 
subproblems, this version is exactly the same as for the squared L2-norm penalty 
function.

The four different implementations are compared with respect to their conver-
gence time and solution quality. The quality is assessed in terms of the absolute 
error with respect to the solution obtained by solving the extensive form of the 
problem. After convergence is achieved, the time limit or iteration limit is reached, 
rounding of all integer first-stage variables is enforced and a final optimization step 
is performed in order to compute the real objective function value. This last step is 
included in the convergence time evaluation.

In the simulations that have been performed for this paper it has been observed 
that, depending on the problem data, the computational time until convergence is 
quite different. Hence, the evaluation will consist of 100 runs of the same problems 
but with different data. The problems are essentially solved for data of 100 randomly 
chosen days of a year.

All results shown were obtained using a standard laptop with an Intel Core i5 and 
8 GB of memory and Gurobi 9.0.1 [21] as MILP and MIQP solver. The algorithms 
where implemented in Julia [7] and the optimization problems where algebraically 
modelled using JuMP [13]. The considered problems have 50 scenarios each, and 
a time limit of 900 s for each run of the algorithms was imposed together with an 
iteration limit of 40. The primal and dual convergence thresholds �pri and �dual have 
been set to 10−2 and 10−3 . For the adaptive penalty parameter update strategy the fol-
lowing values have been chosen: � = 10 , �incr = 2 and �decr = 2 . The initial penalty 
parameter �0 has been set to 1.

Next the four considered implementations of the PH algorithm are tested on three 
different examples of multi energy systems for real-time EMS: a small district heat-
ing network with one single gas engine and a backup gas boiler (see Sect. 4.1), a 
scaled version with five different gas engines (see Sect.  4.2) and a scaled version 
with eight identical gas engines (see Sect.  4.3).

4.1  Small district heating network

The first example models a real-world installation, comprising a gas engine, a gas 
boiler, a solar thermal panel and a thermal energy storage tank all provide heat 
for a small district heating network, which is represented by one conglomerate heat 
consumer. The gas engine is modelled as a CHP plant, see Sect. 2.1, producing up to 
1 MW thermal power and up to 900 kW electrical power. It has maintenance costs of 
7 euro per hour of run time and a limit on the startups per day of four. The gas boiler 
serves as a backup with an additional 1 MW of thermal power. Both, the gas motor 
and gas boiler have minimal up and down time constraints of one hour and a minimal 
commitment of 15%. A gas source models the connection to the public gas network 
and a power sink models a connection to electricity network where the electrical 
power produced by the gas motor is sold at a fixed price. The thermal energy storage 
has a volume of 210m3 and the solar thermal panel a maximal yield of 500 kW. The 
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scenario generation and reduction was performed as explained in Sect. 2.3.1 and the 
forecast method from [33] was used for obtaining the point-forecasts for the heat 
demand and the method from [38] for the point-forecasts of the solar thermal yield. 
In both cases using 60 days of historical measurements. The resulting SP comprises 
6 first-stage variables, two of which are binary. As explained in Sect. 2.3.2, these 
represent the first time instance of the commitment uon/off,t , dispatch ud,t and setpoint 
zt control variables of the gas motor and gas boiler, respectively. The statistical eval-
uation of 100 runs of randomly chosen days of a year are shown in Fig. 2.

The depicted box-plots show that the quality of the obtained solutions with 
respect to the extensive form solution is quite good. The median absolute error is 
below 0.5  % for each implementation. While the PWA approximated version has 
the smallest absolute error, the median computational time is the longest. Although 
the chosen example seems simple at a first glance, solving it via its extensive form 
proved to be challenging and time consuming—almost every run took the full 900 s, 
as can be seen by the median value. This clearly shows the necessity of decompos-
ing mixed-integer stochastic programmes in order for them to be used within real-
time EMS. The L1 and L

∞
-norm-based implementations show a clear improvement 

in the solution time with almost the same quality of the solution, hence, improving 
the real-time capability of the algorithm.

Fig. 2  Performance of the algorithms for the small district heating network example. The two box-plots 
show the accuracy of the solution with respect to the solution obtained by solving the extensive form, as 
well as the time it took the algorithms to compute the solution. The box plot shows the upper and lower 
quartile i.e. 50 % of the data lies within the box. The median is indicated with a gray line. The so-called 
whiskers show the maximum and minimum values of all data points that lie within the upper and lower 
quartile plus respectively minus 1.5 times the box length (colour figure online)
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4.2  EMS with multiple different producers

In order to test the performance on an instance with more first stage variables, the 
second considered example is a scaled version of the first example. In addition to 
the gas boiler, five different gas engines are used. The resulting SP comprises 15 
first-stage variables, five of which are binary. The maximal electrical power output 
of the each gas engines is: 900 kW, 1.2 MW, 1.5 MW, 2 MW, and 2.4 MW are used. 
The maximal thermal output of the engines was scaled accordingly: 1 MW, 1.3 MW, 
1.6 MW, 2 MW, and 2.2 MW. The thermal load has been increased by a factor of 4.5 
to match the increased production. The thermal energy storage and the solar thermal 
panel capacity have also been increased by a factor of 4.5. The constraints on each 
engine are the same as for the simple example.

The statistical evaluation of the conducted 100 runs is shown in figure 3.
The box-plots show that the median absolute error of the obtained solutions is 

again below 0.5 %. The L
∞

-norm-based and PWA approximated versions have the 
lowest median absolute error, while the L1-norm-based version performed worst 
with the highest variance of the absolute error. The median time it takes the differ-
ent implementations to reach convergence is below 60 s. While all PH implementa-
tions have a similar median time, the L1-norm-based implementation has the lowest 
variance. The squared L2-norm implementation seems to perform worse on some 
test instances, hence having a larger variance in solution time. However, this is sus-
pected, since solving mixed-integer quadratic programmes is difficult and in general 
slower than solving mixed-integer linear programmes. The PWA approximated ver-
sion of this implementation and the L

∞
-norm-based version have a higher variance 

on the convergence time than the L1-norm-based implementation. In contrast to the 
first example even the EF time is below the time limit of 900 s.

Fig. 3  Performance of the algorithms for the EMS example with several different producers
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4.3  EMS with several identical producers

The third example is similar to the second, except that eight identical engines with a 
maximal thermal power output of 1 MW and a maximal electrical output of 900 kW 
are used in addition to the gas boiler, used in the first and second example. It is 
reasonable to expect that a consensus is harder to achieve in this case. As for the 
second example, the resulting SP comprises 24 first-stage variables, eight of which 
are binary. The thermal load, the solar collector and the thermal energy storage are 
scaled as in the second example.

The statistical evaluation of the conducted 100 runs is shown in figure 4.
The box-plots show that the median absolute error of the obtained solutions is 

very similar for all considered implementations and again below 0.5  %. Since 
mixed-integer quadratic programmes have to be solved in the case of the square L2
-norm-based version, it is expected to be slower, which can be seen in Fig.  4. In 
terms of convergence time, the extensive form took by far the longest.

The presented results show that the L1 and L
∞

-norm can be used in the progres-
sive hedging algorithm, reducing the solution time while achieving similar solution 
qualities. However, incorporating the L1 or L

∞
-norm into PH, renders the objec-

tive function of the augmented subproblems (25) non-continuously differentiable. 
This proofed to be a challenging obstacle since the subgradient scheme, used for the 
Lagrange multiplier update, can no longer be explicitly stated and a heuristic solu-
tion had to be used. The PWA approximated version of the L2-norm is easy to imple-
ment and performed better than the classical PH algorithm in our tests. Not only in 
solution time, this is expected since no mixed-integer quadratic programmes have 
to be solved but also in terms of the quality of the solution. According to [17] and 
as explained in Sect. 3.2.2, if the penalty function satisfies (43), resulting in a sharp 
Lagrangian, it is guaranteed that there exists a finite penalty � such that there is no 

Fig. 4  Performance of the algorithms for the EMS example with several identical producers
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duality gap in the mixed-integer case. This is true for all norms, however, as shown 
also for the PWA approximation of the squared L2-norm, if done correctly.

5  Conclusion and outlook

The obtained results in this paper show the practical relevance of the PH-algorithm 
for real-time EMS problems where tight time constraints have to be met and sub-
optimal solutions are acceptable. Additionally the relatively simple implementation 
and the ability to parallelize certain parts of the algorithm are attractive features 
from a practical point of view. Since an EMS is a supervisory controller and depends 
on the underlying low-level-controllers of the producers, it is not necessary to obtain 
solutions with very tight tolerances. Building on existing theoretical results; that any 
norm results in a sharp Lagrangian, which is beneficial in the mixed-integer case, the 
paper demonstrates that the L1-norm and L

∞
-norm can be used as penalty functions 

in the progressive hedging algorithm, leading to an improved convergence speed in 
the mixed-integer case. It is also shown that a piece-wise linear approximation of 
the squared L2-norm, as used in the classical PH algorithm, should be favoured in 
the mixed-integer case. Additionally this eliminates the necessity of solving mixed-
integer quadratic programmes.

In this paper only the two-stage case was investigated, but the results are expected 
to be similar in the multi-stage case. In order to decompose larger problems even 
further, not only a scenario-wise decomposition, but also a prosumer-wise decom-
position is expected to be beneficial. It may also be possible to split the considered 
multi-energy system into just slightly coupled parts, where in turn the connecting 
balancing equations could be relaxed. The idea would be essentially the same since 
the balance equations that represent the connections of individual assets are also 
simple equality constraints and can thus be handled with the same method as the 
non-anticipativity constraint.
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